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PK&FJICE
TImi Saint Nieholac miraol* play merit* far more con
sideration than ha* been generally recognised*

It is

worthy of attention first as the earliest instanw now
extant of a miracle play in Europe and secondly as a
unique art form which may best be viewed in relation to
the historical and cultural skovement of which it was an
offspring.

In preparing this study the writer found that

from time immemorial the spell of the theater in all its
forms has embraced a wide society of interests.

This is

particularly true of the medieval theater. As work on the
thesis progressed, art, painting, sculpture, music, and the
liturgy opened new vistas upon the colorful, moving pano
rama of artisans, actors, monks, poets and peasants,
cmeedians and saints, bishops and kings of the Middle Ages.
The writer wishes to express her thanks to Miss Man
C. Carpenter, Mr. Vedder M. Gilbert, and Mr. Robert M.
Burgess for valuable assistance received.
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IRTRODBGTIG*
When in

th# #l#nd#r vol### by Father Harold

Gardlner, S. J., Mrateri##» Jtod.^ appeared, it warn as though
a final page had been penned on the history of the nedieral
religions drama that had spanned five eentnries of western
oivilisation.

Yet the perennial vitality of the medieval

religions play has sneeessfnlly engaged at least three dietingmished soholars in England and America during the twen
tieth century.

Thus, we find models of vigorous literary

studies and competent humanistic research in Church drama
of the Middle Ages in the works of Sir Edmund K. Chambers,
Karl Young,^ and Hardin Craig,

o

works deserving the highest

praise, The significance of their accomplishments in this
field can scarcely be exaggerated t one has only to become
cognizant of the enormous gap in knowledge that existed

^Harold C. CaNiner# 8. J., Mysteries » Bhd (lew Raven*
Yale Chiversity Press, 19W).
, ^Wteund K. ^ambers,^|ht,.ltdiiftyja,. J i M i (2 vols.;
Oxford* Clarendon Press, I9O3T.
Young, Thg Prgm.Cf. IkM ildifYi3i gfeaggJU (2 vois,;
Oxford* Clarendon Press, 1933)#
*%rdin Craigi iRgligl; RfUgltlH gPSBi (Oxford*
Clarendon Press, 19??).

2
befor# the eontrlhutioa of these three eminent men to appreelate the Importance of their vork.^
Previously In Bngland and America there had been
little more than a flurry of Interest# In the mystery and
miracle plays| nevertheless, a little before the opening of
the present century Manly had been one of the earliest to
recognise the need for accurate and extensive Information on
vhat he considered an extremely interesting although little
6
recognized part of our literary heritage.
Manly had set
out with the preannouneed purpose of tracing the history of
the drama on the Continent and In Bngland from the beginning
7
of thm tenth century to t M end of the sixteenth century.
However, within a period of four years (1893~1@#7) Professor
Manly had already found it advisable to expand the Initial
plan of his now famous collection of pre-Shakespearean plays.
This he felt was justified by the many new facts
coming to light.

Furthermore as he stated with sensitive

Insight, "it seexwd not merely desirable, but even Impera
tive, to illustrate certain phases of the early drama which
%e e also L. Petit de Julleville, t o
O
volstî Paris. 1880)| Wilhelm Greizenach. B i i E p B Z t o J M a t eren Dramas (2nd ed.^rev., 3 vols.; Halle, 1911*23)$ and
S^ThlStre^RellgîëS^lîfïs^
h o J m M, Manly, § n s i m m , 9l Pra-jhftfepgpwffln PffiiMi (2
vois,; Bostont Athenaeum Press Series. 1897), I. Preface, passim*
3cl.

3
iiad in eoXlcetions of a aiaiXar charaoter elthar beam a#g~
Xeeted or not sharpXy defined agalnet the apparentXy moaoto*
none baokgronnd of medlaevaX dramatic art*

8

This desire for

clarification was soon to become even more sharply focused In
the scholarly attempt to n a w and define the classes of
medieval drama
These motives alone would surely have been sufficient
reason for undertaking the publication of a volume m

the

medieval religious plays just beginning to emerge from the
hazy background beneath the mist of centuries*

Yet Nanly's

perspicuity wisely Included a third aspect that has become
Incorporated In varying degrees In all the later publications.
Even before the Church drama could clearly be seen as a defi
nite form with a development of Its own and even before
modem scholarship had revealed a more objective picture of
the exuberant nature of the Middle Ages than W&e widely
accepted opinlm at the time of Msnly’s writing. Manly had
the keenness to realize that a different kind of annotatlcm
would be needed from that previously In evidence If the pro
posed volumes were to provide "an effective Introduction to

» V*
î*
A..S ffB ftm te . th f
of the Miracle Play (Menashai Seorge Santa, 191%).

an art a# apaeieat and as hoapltabla as the mediaeval
1Ô
Chnreh**
the new writing waa intended "to render intelli*
gihle and vital to the atndent forma of art ao different from
onra in aim, in apirit, in method, in eonventiona, and in
material aooeaaoriea.

11

Time haa aeeentnated the diatanee in attitude between
modem and medieval man, and the need voieed by Manly ia atill
more inalatent today,
made to narrow the gap.

ffevertheleaa, great atridea have been
The brilliant work that Karl Xonng

waa later to aeeo^pllah in hia ayatematie atndy of the atruo*
tnre and development of medieval drwma oould not, of eourae,
have been enviaimed in Manly*a early pnblieation.

Mor eonld

7oimg*a endeavor have aneeeeded ao effeotively, one feela,
without the aeholarly impetua of Sir Edmmd Chambera, %Ao
viewed the medieval d m m a for the paradox that it waa*

a

paradox of life and death, a time of the aneient olaaaieal
drama, preaimably dead, for aeveral hundred yeara while
(%riatianity and barbarianiam faoed the ehallenge of the
making of Europe after the eollapae of the Roman Bapire, a
period leading to "a moat aingular new birth of the drama in

^®Manly,
lllbid.

gj&., I, p. v.

5
12
the v#yy W e t m of th# Chtifeh*# own ritual."

Hotlag them#

singular oiroumatamo## from #iioh modem drama originated*
Chambers did not hesitate to plaee these beginnings within
the Mass and the W^fiee of the ^mreh in the liturgieal
eelebrations for Easter and Christmas,

Chambers* volumes on

the medieval stage have been well reeeived and merit for him
the title affeetionately bestowed» "master of dramatie
history"^^ they eontinue to be indispensable in any study of
the medieval religious play.
Although Chambers did in faot unquestionably isolate
the Church drama as a separate fom» he was primarily inter*
ested in exploring the soeial and economic background of the
medieval stage,

R w colorful pageant of the Middle Ages

attracted him» and he followed with eager eye and ear where
singing jongleurs and dancing merrymakers beckoned; in doing
so he exposed, almost as a by-product of his primary inten
tion» a portion of the tangled root from which the history of
Church drama grew.

On the other hand» foung concentrated

from the start on available texts of Church drama, hoping to
supply students with pertinent information on the setting of
the liturgical plays within the Church service.

^Chambers, SBi-fiHai

P* 2

^%0ung, m w ü l ' # If P* XV.

From this

6
m@d#at proposal developed a work of aonuaental proportloms,
Yomg oentered his atteotioa upon Chiireh drama throughout
Europe during the Middle Ages and prooeeded In a thorough#
systematlo mhner to assemble a H the then known texts# fur
nishing at the same time a ooatlnulng eommentary#

It vas a

glgantle labor "omaieemed vlth hundreds of separate dramatie
pieces written during a period of five or six centuries and
iH^
produced in scores of churches all over Western Europe#"
but the emapletlon of the huge task showed In solid relief
the structure of Church dram t r m its tenth-century origins
down to the Reformation.
Once Chambers had In large measure opened the field
and Young had foHo%red by a "brlUlantly executed arrange
ment"^^ of more than %O0 texts of medieval religious drama#
a substantial knowledge of the beginnings of Church drama
and Its rapid spread throughout Europe had been made avail
able,

As a logical sequence# some study of the end of this

flourishing type of medieval play was next required; Father
Oardlner undertook precisely such a project la seeking the
reasons for the discontinuance of Wbat had come to be seen
as an extremely popular and widely established form of

%oung,
^%ralg, p. 5,

I* p. atll.

7
entertalmmemt and instmetion up to the very moment of Ita
fudden diaappearanoe*

This he did at a time not inappropri*

ately tinged with the eadnese aaeoelated wil^ the dreadful
days of World War II.

The opening pages in i&ioh the author

relates oonditi<ms at the tiiM of his researeh ereate an aura
of regret for the immeasurahle loss eaused hy the destruetive*
ness of war*

Coventry Cathedral had been demolished.

One ex-

perienees ^ e poignant reoolleetion of homhs falling in
Bngland I of %d&ole libraries with their preeleus doements
wiped out*

But if no one had yet suffieiently eorrelated the

assumed end of the Chureh drama to the "aotivities of govern*

16

ment m&der the Reformation impulse,**

Mysteries* &id fur

nishes a eonolusive study of the interplay of these faetors.
But the mystery and miraole plays are not dead.

With

Hardin Craig *s recently published book, îbf jBtXitb gTiiif «
new lease, a revived literary interest in medieval drama
seems at hand.

This sprightly yet scholarly book, the author

maintains, is not meant to supercede the work of Chambers and
Young#

is he is careful to point out, it is intended rather

to complement their works, filling in with greater detail
areas which they had left untouched.

Thus Craig not only

supplements previous works but by concentrating m

16

Gardiner, p# xili.

the Bagllsh

8
drama and by iatagratiag with hi# own findings the finest of
prerions soholarship pertinent to his purpose he reduees the
unwieldy mass of information into a single, dynamie, and in
telligible whole*

To an even greater degree Hardin Craig

sueeeeds in ereating an original work of eaceiting dimensions.
This is partieularly noteworthy slnoe, whereas the orderly
stages of developmnt as seen in Young *s grouping might be
misleadingI Craig eaptures swathing of the spirit of spring
time flowering of iAe Middle Ages,

greater signlfiosmee,

however, Craig eonfidently views medieval drama as worthy of
interest in itself, repeatedly emphasising its religious nature
and inviting the reader to aeoept it m

its oun terms. With
17
deft tonehes he praises the "simple naturalness" ' and the

18

"almost inexhaustible appeal"

that oarries down to our own

day*
The present study undertakes a brief examination of a
latin and of a vemaeular Saint Hieholas play, viewed in re
lation to their cultural background,

% e Très Cleriei* the

earliest of the two plays, is from the twelfth-century Fleury
Playbook and is written in Latin by an unknown author.

The

second play, the Jeu de S* Hieelaa. is written in the vemaeular by Jean Bodel, a poet of Arras, writing at a slightly
^^Craig, p. 3"
F*

9
later date,

fhe comparatively short time that elapsed hetweea

the writing of the

and the g # .

(one dating frmm the early half and the other from nearly the
oloslng years of the twelfth oentnry) witnessed a change with
in the plays and the mlllennt

from latln to vemacnlar, from

anmymons to known anthor# and from smnastery to city.

PART I*

LATIN SAINT NICHOLAS PLAT AND

BAOKGROmm*

TRES OLBRIOI

CHAPTB& I
HISTORICAL SURVEY
Dark Age#
Alraest assuredly the Salat Mlcholas play* a# far as
can he ascertained from our present knowledge* originated
at Pleuryl in the valley of the Loire during the early Middle
Ages.

At a time when Europe was slowly emerging from what

are commonly called the Dark Ages, it was in the valley of
the Loire that “chinks of l i # t “^ began very early to shine
upmi the havoc that ensued from the waning of the Roman Bmpire
and the ferocity of the barbarian invasions.

% e scene grad*

ually became one of vigorous activity radiating from Bene
dictine monasteries with monks clearing fields, sowing, and
building.

Churches built of mall stones, and roofed with

thatch or wood gave way to buildings made of larger stones
and vaulted ceilings also made of stone.

“Everywhere men

1 See Craig, p. % ff*| Young, I, pp. 66g*6 a M Index}
o«org« R. cofflMn, A Ssg â â e g S m i i S I s s ^
Sntis al
the Miracle Plav (l^aihal Oeerge Banta Publishing Company,
Uliir iassim» g Otto B. Albrecht, Four ^tin Flays M 8b.
MicholasiPhiladelphiai University of Fennsyïvanïa rress,
193>l, inap* I and passim»: Gustave Cohen, lâ Grande Clarté
d§ M o v ^ ^ a e (Hew Yorkt Editions de la Maison frSaSats^
inc., 19&3), p. Cl, ff.
Audr
p. 3

2 Henri Daniel*Rops,
Church in the Dark Ages, trans,
Butler (Hew York; f# P. Dulion
go#, inc., Î959),
(0

-me
were plaaning end meeenrlmg# hewing end planing, for the
abbeys and ehnrehee that were to honee God in His land of
France*»»^
The wonderful flowering of the Middle Ages followed
upon a period in which some of the basic problems of civili
sation had been at stake in the long conflict between the
dying Reman Empire end the violent barbarian forces #4 Two
essential features of civilisation which had been gradually
fading in the absence of a political or cultural unity and
which the medieval world revived end preserved were the idea
of the universal and the idea of the individual, giving an
importance of a high order to the concept of the human person*^
# e period of persecutions had required heroic vigor
end purity on the p&rt of the Church*

After tdie Church had

successfully resisted «sposure to the dangers of persecution,
decadence, and barbarity rampant in the early centuries, the
Church later had begun to reflect a relaxation from that
hero!ms which had earlier been demanded.

Even though France

bad been evangelised for several centuries, the cultural
aspects of the Church were inherently Reman; it could well
be expected then that Christian society mig^t find itself

E
vaw
, ^ ia Mïâifiïal E
E
S
asaJ^â Im
iw
M
sio
n
,
1952; London* Oxford university Press, 194#), p. 12#
4 See Daniel-Rops, p# 245*
^ ^ £ 2 , p. 574#

^12*
in

irrasistibXa current of intellectual decadence

lAlch dwlnated the final centuries of the Roman ©spire*
Education had continued, hut the teaching methods had become
somewhat lifeleae*

Rhetoric, it was claimed, we# "richer

ia conceits than in real culture*"? The influence of such
distinguished men as Boethius and Gassiedorus that was later
to become widespread was then at its nadir.

That such an

mctensive rebirth of the arts should occur under these urn#
promising conditions is one of the marvels of Western clv«
ilisation.
Irish and Anglo-Saxon Influence
mille ^ e Continent lay moribund, one could find to the
north active schools of learning and of native art which
were to give a new impetus to European culture.

Ireland in

the sixth century was the real leader of Westera culture# ^
So greatly did learning flourish in the Emerald Isle that
the seven# and eighth centuries are justly considered the
Golden Age of Irish Christian culture.9

it was a time udien

^ Ibid.. p. 247.
7 Ibid.
d ChristO|her Dawson, The Making of Europe (How York;
Meridian Books, 1956), p. 1 # T
p. 176.

*13*
a wide deireloiMent ef Irish mma&steries took place and when
Irish missionaries spread westward to England and south to
Europe#

The houses founded on the Continent carried on this

intellectual woirte^ and they in turn became literary as well
as ascetic centers^ cultivating established schools of rhet*
eric*

"But the real importance," as Dawson points out, "lies

in the Impulse that they gave to missionary activity# "10
For it was as missionaries "that the Celtic monks made their
most Important contribution to European c u l t u r e * D a w s o n
states that at the beginning of the ei^th century "contln*
ental culture had reached its lowest ebb"l2 and that the
turn of the tide may be credited to the coming Of the Irii^
and AnglOvSttkon missionaries#
Irish monks had come to Gaul as early as 5^5 A# D.,
when St* Colimbam arrived with twelve monks from Bangor,
thereby initiating a great wave of monastic building.^
One of the most interesting features of the monastic estab*
lishments was the scriptorium, which employed # e ablest
and most intelligent monks#14

Floury, Tours, Corbie, Corvey

10 Ibid.# p. 177.
11 Ibid#
12 Ibid.. p. 194#
13 Evans, p* 4#
1^ James Westfall Thompson,
Medieval Library, ed*
(Chicago t University of Chicago fre'ss, l W ¥}, p. W .

and St* Gall *b#a@me famous for their sehools of copyists."15
The script employed was bold, imaginative, flexible —

an

artistic achievement in its own rl^t unsurpassed today*
Among medieval manuscripts the Book of Kells (a product of
the ei^th or ninth century) is an mcample of supreme beauty.
In the dynamic quality of its handwriting "we are confronted
with a design that needs no further guarantee of power to
please than the cmxviction it imparts of organic life."!*
Gamlingian Renaissance
At Charlemagne’s request Alcuin, a distinguished English
monk, was called to France to start the Palace School*

Both

Anglo*Saxon and Irish scholars and copyists flocked to the
palace school as well as to the great continental abheys.l?
A brief epoch was inae%urated, the epitome of which might
be described as "the gathering together of the scattered
elements of the classical and patristic traditions and their
reorganisation as the basis of a new culture*"!*^ Dawson
considers the unity thus achieved as "the greatest of all

15 Ibid*, p. 195*
1^ C* R, Morey, Christian Art (Mew York*
Green & Co., 19)5), p T B .
17 Dawson, p. 195.
1^ M à

Lmgmans,

•Î.5*
the achlevmmeats ©f the Garollngian age#"19 Schnurer, too,
recognlaing the orgaoisiitg gealua of Charlemagne, views the
collaboration of church and state as "due chiefly to the fact
that Charlemagne, acting in the spirit of the Church, imposed
upon his wpire a cultural mission which he conceived In
a serious and ideal sense, "20

in the success of this cul

tural mission Schnurer believes lies, "next to the gigantic
task of political unification,"^ Charlemagne's great merit#
The Carolingian Renaissance was not destined to last
long, except in the valley of the Loire, idiere elements of
Carolingien classicism ling e r e d * 22

internal war and outward

strife throughout other parts of France delayed by almost
two hundred years the true dawning of the great Middle Ages.
Thus, it is natural that at the end of the Gallic epoch we
look to the central part of Gaul as the cradle of the arts
since it alone evidenced a society "socialement et intell*
ectuellmeat, plus évolués que le Mord et l'Aquitaine#"^)

19 Ibid,
20 Gustave Schnurer, Church and Culture Sm t W Middle
Ages, trans. George
UndSmner fFaterson,
Jerssyt
st. Anthony Guild Press, 1956), p, 477*
21 I bid#

22 Evans, p, 4-.
23
(Paris; Librairie Armand Colin, lyÿo), p. 1%,

«#16Fleury at this time not only boasted a Soman basilica
whose sculptures are much admired even today but also had
a center of classical studies, a center of Latin poetry,
and a center #si importante de dramaturgie latine*^ that
Gustave Cohen bestows upon Fleury the title of Metronole
du Drame L i t u r g i q u e * The birth of the religious theater,
Cohen insists, is one of the most distinctive manifeetatioms
of the intellectual activity of the medieval

p e r i o d , 26

and

indeed as we come to realise the strength of the cooperative
body of church and people working together, it is not diffi#
cult to imagine the most active collaboration «des maîtres
et des grands ecoliers clercs, pour la création et la i%al*.
Isation scenique«27 of liturgieal drama*

24 Cohen,
Ibid*
25 Ibid,
26 Ibid.
27

Grand# Clarté ^

Mcven^Iae. p. 66,

cmrsm ii
THE FlStmt FUIBOOK
ÎBE KumscmiM
Th* Fl#%ry Playbook Is of ex$y#m* Intarast a M ratbar
ooaslderabl# Importaae* for its voalth of richly d*ir*lop*d
llturgloal plays in a finishod for»»

0n# may safely prosna*

that th* muanteriptf mow pr*s*rv*d at Orl*ams$ was written
at Plemry, also ealled Saint*>Benoit*smr*Loire»

The arguments

against this assnmption are negligible; Grace Prank carefnlly
weighs the objections and cmclndes the aannseript almost
certainly originated at Flenry»^ We have already seen that
by the early Middle Ages Flenry had became a thriving center
for rnnsic, writing and

drama#

Graig cites the mannscript as

giving evidence of a wide experience in making and developing
dramatic liturgical additions to the monastic services of
divine worship and states that the artistic quality of the
plays might certainly be expected in such a liturgieal
center.^

With characteristic insight Craig perceives "poets

enough and experience enough to produce plays of very con
siderable artistic

and lyrical m e r i t . I n the variety of

^Oraee Frank, Tht-ltdliTal f M M b PrflMi (Oxfordt At
the Clarendon Press, 195b), p. 4b
^Craig, p. 35»
PP* 35f 36.
17

18
form «Bd eontont of tb# play# Mis# Frank #••# a #<mvln#lng
indioatl^ that thay moat hav# originated "in a oentre %A&ere
literary and mnsleal aotivity had flourished over a oonsiderable period and %&ere aasooiations with Franee# Fhgland # and
k
the B^pire mere extensive."
the Fleury Playbook eontain# four Saint lieholas plays t
ÎFft naULifi ICTJ, S l S l W ,

linfitl B & P M W * sad

UUSUL

datromle. based on miraeles believed to have been performed
by the kindly blAop.

this same manusoript emtains the Visit

of the three Marys at the tomb and the Journey to Bmmaus among
its six liturgieal dramas.

When me eonsider that the Playbook

is really a eolleetion of ten plays, containing not only the
elaborate Easter and ChristMS plays, Visitatio Seuulehri.
M g

attlUif SaeteAflblJAif s M Û a a u z M i but teo lew testa

ment plays, BiUtef fif lâüFBi

fitttnraim.gg 8tt

HvX* in

additim to the four Saint lieholas plays, me appreeiate how
fitting it is ^ t

the Fleury Playbook ^leuld be styled, as

dlbreeht does not hesitate to assert, "probably the most ex
tensive and preeious oolleetim of medieval latin drama
extant."^

**Frank, p. 4b.
^Albreeht, p.

1*

19
tm umüim
ftw lmn#m#g# of th# autiiuteript» Craig eomfldaatly
aasur#» a#, n##A pot# littl# âifflenity*^

Beol#aiastioal
7
latln ho torm# a "rathor #a#lly oroaaod harrier" hooauao, as

ho explains, "a large part of the Christian world still uses
it «

in a state hut little ehaaged from that of the
ft

medieval ohuroh."

Even for many who no longer use Latin in

their ohuroh worship, Craig elaims that "the rest of the
Christian world , . . expresses the same ideas and attitudes
9
in vemaeular languages*"

kt a very early time a tendeney to introduoe modem
languages into the Latin plays appears, "hut at the very first
the vemaeular parts seem to he Ohoral or explanatory rather
10
than direst translation*"
% e transitim offers "no new
and revolutionary elmsents* •*, no new motives*"^

One only

regrets "the awkwardness and verbosity of modem languages as
TO
eo#q»ared to Latin"
and peroeives an intrusion of "slight

11

amounts of popular and seeular materials#"

In the first

play whiOh we are to eonsider, the very simple free Cleriei
from the Fleury Flayhook, the lines are entirely in Latin and

^Craig, p* 1.
7lhid.

lOlhid..
llihid..
^Ihid.

9lhid.

13ihid.

p. 96,
p. i«
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inuftmt*

##11 the

pmmr # M m#e@%aimlty, the brevity

end eompeetneee# vhieh Orelf eo edmlred#

The greduel ehaage

in lengmege from letlm to vemaotilar oolaelded #!%& e tread
to bring ohttr<di dream eloeer to the peoyle.
Medieval religletts dream le ohmrmoterlied by tvo
femtoree*

it **begma la the ehar# mad not la the theetre, la
tk
eoag mod aot la epohea dlmlegae#"
the Smiat himolme plmy,

m relatively minor bat emelly leolmted type of the religioae
drama# parallèle the dlreetloa tideea by the oharoh drama.
(hie readily aeeeate to Profeeeor Craig*# eoavlotloa that "ho#*
ever brlUlaat mad progreeeive the freaeh religioae drama eeeme
to be# It maet aevertheleee have traveled over the tame road
at the religioae drama of Bagland."^^ Thle veil travereed
road le# of ooaree# "from Satla to veraaoalar# eli^le to oom.16
plea# end religioae to eeealar."
Moreover# the Latin drama
of the oharoh vlth lAloh %re are eonoeraed it bat one etep re*
moved from that Latin drama "faadameatal to all other rell*
17
gloat drama of the üLâdle Agee#"
for lAleh the beet prepar*
atloa #e oan bring for aaderetandlng appreelatlon la tome
knowledge of the Middle Agee themeelvee.

^^Cralg# p. 1,
p.
pp. T,
p. 1.

rl.

In taking thle path
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V# may b# ooafldant, a# Craig aaturai ua« that it will bring
vlth it in ratum a vaatly iaeraaaad appraeiation "of tha
18
graatna## raaidant in ainpla hnmanity"
togathar with an inoraaaad raspaet for tha aehiaraMnta of madiaval Chriatianity,
CS6RCH MCSIC
"Church nuaio had it# full ahara in tha litarary and
19
artiatie novammit of tha ninth oantury#"
Although tha
ganaral tenor of tha ninth century vaa far fro# that united
entity later to be aohiavad in tha medieval period, atill a
political unity had bean affected and a uniform vorahip aatabliahad throughout tha Church#

A ranovnad muaie aeholar

informa ua that tha majority of tha malodiaa employed today
in Gregorian chant vara eompoaad in tha period batvaan kOO
20
A. D# and 700 A# D#
Baoant aoholarahip haa raatorad tha
malodic line in ita original purity#

fha paalma and parta

of tha Kaaa aung in thia mannar ara namad for Pope Gragory
tha Great I aomatimaa atylad "tha firat modem man#"

Tvo

parioda may be noted in tha davalopmmt of tha chant*

a) 300

A# D# - 600 A# D#, vhan tha melody vaa vary ai^pla**vith one
exception WULch va ahall eonaidar latar^-and b) 600 A# B# to
750 A# B#t vhan tha vorda baoama richly omamantad#

Ivan

18
m i . , p. 15#
^ ^ # K# Ohambara,
20

4.

w
m r n g g d m j m m (stockholm* Tha Ccntinantal Book Go#qpany, A, B«, n#d#>, p. la.
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though Qpogory diod in 60^ A* D,, the singular omtinuity of
his poUoy through the school founded at Rome es e model mnsio
sehool appears to justify the application of his name to this
method of singing.

Gregorian Qwmt u h m u e H performed has
21
heen regarded as an independent art of high quality#
Pertinent to our study of the Saint Nicholas play in
its medieval haokground, garrison stresses the place
plainsong in the life and educatlm ^

the period#

"It is

not always realised that ritual plainsong vas the staple fare
of the medieval smslciwa# the material of his musical educa22
ti<m and ^ e hasis of his professional qualifications#*
This music vas I «@reover, extremely attractive to the pe^le,
and they responded vith enthusiasm.
As the sung ritual of the Mass and the Office developed
and expandedt hymns# sequences and tropes flourished#^^
additim# a secular element crept in#

In

Smite van Waesherghe#

in fact# attributes *the immediate success* of the trope and
sequence in the ninth century *to their relationship vith ^ e
9##
secular song# folkswg.*

^^Ibid#. p# 6#
_
_
(Xev fork#

mrrlsm#
ftritsla
Frederick A, Praeger# 1959)# p. g.

23@mits van Waesherghe# P# 4Ç, ff.
, p. 47.

CHAPTER III
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CUia OP SAIHT HICHOLAS
The veneratlom with which Saint Nicholas has b#en
honored for many generations and the number of shrines and
churches dedicated to him bear witness to the confidence of
the people In his protection,During the Middle Ages, his
cult enjoyed a wide following.

In England alone in the later

Middle Ages nearly four hundred churches were dedicated to
his name.

Of his life little Is recorded that Is IMublta-

bly authentic.

About the only facts that can W

ascertained

with any degree of accuracy identify Ilcholas as Bishop of
Myra in Asia Minor in the fourth century.

He is kno%m to

have died there and to have been burled In his cathedral at
Myra,
Persisting accounts of his childhood inform us that
from his earliest days Xicholas fasted on Wednesdays and
Fridays, taking nourishment only once on those days and that
in the evening.

He appears to have been b o m in Patera in

Lycia, a province of Asia Minor, of wealthy parents, who
carefully tended to his education and upbringing but who died
while Xicholas was still a yoimg man, leaving him their wealth,

^^See Coffman, pp, ^5-51*
tim jaJatit complete edition.
Edited, revised and supplemented by Herbert Thurston, B,J.,
and Dmald Attwater. Vol. IV, (Xcw York: P. I, Kenedy & Sons,
1956)t PP* 505#506, This edition takes advantage of the
latest work of the Bollandists not yet translated at the time
Young and Coffman were writing.
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ifieîtolM d#temime& te devote M e inheritaaee te verke ef
eherlty,
dm eppovtimity eeem eroee. k eltisea of
Peter# hed lest ell hl# memey# ead hed mere»
ever to emypert three deaghter# idie eeaXd mot
fimd hmehemde heeemee of their poverty; eo the
vretehed mem %me goiat to give thmm over to
proetitatiom* % l e e e w to the eere of hloholee,
id%o therempom took e heg of gold emd# mder oover
of de#m#ee, threw It Im et the opem wimdow of
the mem'e homee# Here wee e dowry for the eldeet
girl, end ehe wee eoom daly merrled# At Imterv#le Hl^olee did the eeme for the eeeemd ead
#lrd; et the leet time the fether wee m the
wetoh, reoogmleed hie hemefe#or, end over»
melrned him with gretltmde.*/
Comlag to % r e efter e pilgrimage to the Holy Lead ead
Hgypt, Hleholee wee ohoeem Blehop of % r e la the yeer 325*
fotiag reletee thet "he heoeme eeteemed eepeelelly for eote
of beaevoleaee, ead wee femed for e eaeoeeeloa of eaperaeturel deede."^®

He le reported to heve eaffered pereeoatloa

ead Imprleoameat aader Moeletlea ead eaheeqtieatly to heve
heen releeeed m p m Gometeatlme*# eeoeaeloa to power.

A mlreele

related hy the dreek Ghrletleae ead for e loag time the moet
feamw mlreele of it. Hl^olee wee hie iaetrameatellty la
ohtelalag the freedom of three offleefe Jelled oa felee
ehergee la Goaeteatlaople ead wader eeateaee of deeth.
Hleholee le eredlted with hevlag appeared la e dream to
Goaeteatlae orderlag the releeee of the three iaaooeat mea.

p. 5o^®®ïoimf, II, p. 308.

ay
Popular aoeowkts «nrlchaâ hi# memory with aot# of kladaee#
heatowed n p m those Im trouble*

Se beeame eapeelaHy the

patrm of tailors and studemts*
All the aoeomts are mamlsmis Im affirming that
St* Sleholas died and was burled In his episcopal elty of
%ra*

%

the time of Justinian there was a basilica built

In his hoaor at C^oastantinople, and already by the ten^
century an anonymous Greek writer testified that his cult
had spread from the Bast to the West# that many dhurches were
built In his hgmor# that Icons of him were venerated, and
that In many places panegyrics were preached and festivals
90

celebrated,

Sleholas * favors did not cease with his death*

Further miracles were accomplished through his Intercession
and through a healing oil which flowed from his t@sb*
Eventually %Aen the city of Syra and Its great shrine
were taken by the Sarac«is# Italian merchants took the body
of St* Sleholas to Bari# in southern Italy# In 1087*

De

votion to St* Sleholas was w e U known In the West before the
transfer of his relics from % r a to Bari# "but this happen
ing naturally greatly Increased his veneration amoag the
people# and miracles were as freely attributed to his Inter
cession In Burope as they had been la Asla*"^® foimg and
^yittwater# p. 5oy«
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Coffaan point out that the event marked "the real floreteense"^ of this devotion in Wettem Europe• The shrine at
lari heeaae the goal of frequent pilgrimages.

Although # e

oult spread I it vas partioularly in ^ e northern# omtral#
and eastern regions of Franoe that it most prospered.

There

the vitae of 9t. Vieholas mere extremely popular# and there
at least four of the legwads relating his airaeles were givm
dramatio form in the twelf^ oeatury.

These are found in the

Meury Playhook# as well as in less perfeot versiws in $&e
other oenters %&ioh s emsed to have relied upon Floury.

These

legends# though laeking historioal evidenoe# have persisted
tenaoiously and have heoome orystallieed in ieon and hymn as
well as in plays.
Xn the East# St« Fieholas was venerated espeelally as
the patrw of sailors# while the Vest frequently looked upon
him as the patnm of ohildrw.

The earliest ieonographie

depiotiw of # e Tree Cleriei legmad in %Ai#i «tie Bishop re
stores three little studwats to life is found in England.

A

oharming Baptismal font in Winehester Oathedral seems to oomhine the legends of East and Vest# for not only are the three
ymmg seholars soulptured on the font# but at the far right
oomer one may see a little boat.

The font is in lead

seulpture typieal of Tournai during the Borman period.

The

aotive influenee of the Bormans in England was at its height
% o u n g , II, p. 308.
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&% the very time the emelemt ehweh et Wlneheeter ves beimg
rebuilt et the eit# ef the preeeat eetheérel,
the seuth tide of the fm%t le âlvlâeâ roughly late
three eeeaee to %&leh the vertleel eteff of Belat Vl^olet
eppeerlag la two of the mlreele# repreemted amd the vertleel
eWift of the eroem la the eoeae fer#ereet right give a etrmg
llaear foeue.

St, Hleholee here e# elsewhere Is elweys ple«

tured la eplsoopel errey with mitre ead staff.

The style of

the tflaehester foat for ^ e most part Is crude hut rather
good for the period,

tim artist has aalvely out the frame

border to allow room for the top of the cross whloh aots also
as malastaff for t M sails.

It Is the boat# however# that Is

exoeptloaally attraetlve artlstleally.

%iree passeagers

slleatly ride la a boat ooaoelved la a desiga of Vlklag verve
aot at all out of harmony with a oertala #let refleetlveaess#
evea sadaess# that dominates the seeae.

One surmises that

although aot visibly present St. Sleholas guides the tin.
Variety in Io<mogra#:y
The lemography of St. Sleholas offers musual In
terest for it Is widespread and deplete most frequently the
two well-kao%m miracles# the dowry given to the yomg girls
and the restoretl<ai to life of the three little scholars.

Bae

Iconography fleds expression la the spirit of the age stemming
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from # # omlqm# eroatlTo laqpWL## of th# Rom#m##qo## m M 8t.
Wlohola# moy be eeea honored In etone, In eteined flees» in
fcmti» in bressesf in embroidered veeWmte» and in illnminated manneerip%e.3&

Male writes that "figures of St* Sieholas

are eonstantly seen in all # e Frenoh mediaeval ehnrohes*

At

Chartres * # # St. Sieholas is painted or earved no less ^%an
seven times.
msgland
A Gild of St. Sieholas eomposed of parish elerks gave
performanoe# in h m é m during the Middle Ages.^

the Gild

is first noted in 1300. % e reeords state that they per
formed" in the open at Skinner’s Sell» near Clerkenwell in the
suburbs";^* it is likely that sehool boys from St. Paul's
assisted in the perforaanoes.

Sehool boys also enjoyed ^ e

eustom of the Boy Bishop» a eustom reported as still extant
in 1507. Qmmbers relates that Stem College and King's College,
Cambridge» were dedieated to the Virgin and to St. Sieholas.

^ ^ e Albre^t, naas^A.
its Smirees of
Zns|iratlo^^trans• Bora Sussey (Sew fork: S. P. Button â Co,»
^(members» llgUtll ttlmlBytt P# I*

^^(Biambers, llââJSSâSâi I* P* 365*
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One finds enrions r#fer#n@#s in 8tow*# dstsiXod Sngysir
of th# Cities of Imdon and Westminster^^ to Ister nedievml
and Bllssbetbam s&nr#es m a w d in honor of St* Kioholas,
**Tiien is the Parish ^mroh of St* ViooXas
so have I read it in Reeords»**

or

for

fhe ^nroh is situated
on
V

Innhard Street « and the reeord omtinnes# **8ir J # n Bridges ,
Draper, #%yor, 1^20, newXy repaired this Chnreh, and imbattXed
39
it, and vas there hnried#**
St. BiohoXas Gold ihhsy, **a
Lq
omwXy Oinroh, s w m A a t aneient,"
vas on a Xover XeveX than
the street so that one had to deseend s e w steps in order to
enter the body of the ehnroh*

Mayor and fishmonger are

bnried side by side in the adjoining eemetery.

% e Survey

carries the rather interesting comment that the church vas
^ e **first buiXt and finished** after the Sreat MLre.*^^ fhe
Xast exsi^Xe that ve shaXX give, the parish church of St.
XichoXas OXave, on the vest side of Trinity Lane, "a con*
venient Qmrch,**

%ms repaired and beautified in X623#

It

too vas destroyed in the fire.
37

j<An stov, d

G W # # 9f kmdm,#Qd

Mestmiw t er (Sixth Bdiëïw. corrected and
a n denXarged*
l^
London*

>f V. Innys
tinted for
Innys, J. Richardson, and others, X75^>
^®Ibid.. I, p. hSl.
39ibid.
p. 693
^Ilhid,
p. 691
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i n
NoQ*#t#rie# @el#br#%ed with # y m û #ver in@r###iag
#lmboMten### th# variww emimt#* fe##t d#y».

Both monk m û

Imlty emtorod iA@l#-he#pt#dly into thoso femtival#.

Froa

m # rieh tradition of the latin hymn a new form appeared
hmorlng the favorite eaint by eliding hi# life and miraelea.
Trope# flonri#hed dnring the n i n ^ and tenth oentnrie#, and

at* Biohola# waa not without hi# devotee## Hrabana# Maura#t
in Fulda, wrote one of the fir#t autlwntie aequenee# of St#
Bieholaa#

% e aequenee is dated @18#

At time# the faithful

entered too raueously into the oelebration# and had to be re*
buked.

Q m inatanee i# the rather well publieiaed aisehie*

vouanea# of the boy#* prank# in later oenturie# during the
single day*# rule of the Boy*Bishop#
Beview
To review briefly, the Floury Playbook aanuaaoript ha#
been diaeusaed, along with the faet that it waa in latin and
that it waa intended to be performed w i ^ muaie#

The few

known faet# about the life of Saint Bieholaa have been touehed
upmi, together with the various forma of hi# ieenography in
Weatem Burope following the transfer of hi# relies from % r a
to Bari in 1087#

It was noted that Saint Bieholaa waa honored

by ieona, ehurehea, h y m # and plays#

Our attention is now

direeted to the short pieoe in the Floury eolleetion identified

CHAPTEE If
TRB8 CLEEIGI
Proa Legend# to Drama
The Fleury Playbook #eoatalne the repertory of a f m m s
moitaatery and suggesta the Maoarcee available In such a
place for dramatising a large variety of subjects and making
them piquant to t&e faithful*#^

In this collection Tres

Cleriei is placed side by side with Easter and Christmas plays,
the Raising of Lasarue and the Conversion of St. Paul, and
three other plays on St* Sieholas*

Tres Cleriei diare# that

quality of piquancy, so aptly applied by Miss Frank, first
of all in its choice of subject#

The number of legends in

the early medieval period was very large and the "bWy of
plays which they inspired during the late medieval period
in the European vernaculars was enormous*

% e range of

appropriate subjects was as wide as the register of the saints
thsBselves, and of their varied lives and acts#

In the time

element of the Fleury collection we note the passing of nearly
three hundred years between the lives of St# Paul and of
St* Nicholas#

Playwrights made voluminous use ef their sources

1 Frank, p# 51#
2 Young, II, p# 30Ô#
31
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©f aalat#* live#, y«% «during t^a earlier centuries» • • *
the number ef miracle plays designed for use In churches
appears to heve been relatively small#«3

In fact» only one

salat has come down to us In Church plays «Etant m à completes
St# Nicholas.
Although Tree Cleriei was meant to be performed la church»
an Intimate knowledge of church service Is aot necessary
for an understanding &Î these early miracle plays*

It Is

sufficient for our purpose to recall that the origin of church
drama begins with tropes» which were additions or ampllfl*
cations of the liturgy.

We recall how the Easter plays grew

Arma a simple trope» the first known play being simply a
putting of words to the sung vowel of the «Alleluia" of the
Introït celebrating the feast of Chilst*s resurrection#
Tropes were «attempts at beautification and were features
of the Carolingiaa R«saissaace in music and letters#"^

The

purely musical amplification is usually considered to have
appeared early im l^e ei#th century; tropes proper appeared
in the nlnW% century and were widely used until the sixteenth
century#

One of the earliest forms of trope appears in the

tenth-century manuscript from St. Qall#

It was that #lch

was sung at the latroit of the Easter Mass and is the ear*

3 Young» II, p. 30S#
4 Craig» pp* 30» 31.
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lie#t Teràion of the Qu«i wmerltl# trope, &e It has eeme
to be called.

A familiar version j^reqnently cited i« that

from the legularis Concordia, the famoae Winchester troper
which was prepared at the request of St. Ethelwold for the
guidance of the Benedictine observance In England.
written sometime between 963 and 975.

It was

A more Mvanced Easter

trope appears in the fleury Playbook with Tres Cleriei.
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Throu# Music and f®rs«
A a t th@ Fleury plays are in verse and set te music is
naturalI for during the tenth, eleventh, and twelf# centu
ries "thousands of rhythmical and versified musical pieces*^
were composed to embellish liturgical celebrations*

At Fleury

around 1100 we even know the name of one of the masters who
was teaching versification in the monastery at that time
*«• Raoul Tortaire, who was himself then composing pooms in
honor of St* Benedict and his disciples.

The plays at first

glance look so unlike what we ordinarily conceive as drama
that it is difficult in the beginning to regard them as any
thing more than poetry#

Tres Cleriei. for example, has a

rigid structure ef four-lined stansas of decasyllabic coup
lets, yet who would deny that within its tlï^ ctmpass, as
Chambers and Craig b o # insist, are found the three elements
that constitute drama:

impersonation, dialogue, and action.6

In appearance, then, the little play. Tree plerici.
is remarkably like a hymn.

Its versification is easily rec

ognised as being modeled on the great Latin hymn writers of
the preceding centuries#?

At the same time there is an un-

questicsiable application of genuine dramatic art#

5 Young, ii, p. 311.

The "hybrid
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place between hymn and drama»^ assigned to an early version
of the legeirà of the three clerks found at a monastery la
Hllde#elm may not fittingly he applied to the Fleury play.
A new breath of the Renaissance has been Introduced#

In

spirit and In form Coffaan finds i^e honoring of Saint Rich»
olas peculiarly adapted to Renaissance innovation#^ Both
he and Young detect the beginning of a pagan spirit In ^ I s
idiort plece#10

So fully medieval In tone# so uniquely appro

priate to the flourishing creative impulse of life in the
Middle Ages are the early Saint Nicholas plays that Cofftian
sees in "the circumstances and conditions of the eleven#*
century"!! which produced them the key to the origin of the
Miracle Play*

He is permiaded that the "men of th.9 monas

teries represent a new spirit# the spirit of the renaissance.
The subtle blending of the religious and artistic im*
pulse is achieved with an extraordinary unity that defies
analysis and division*

Bach of the four Saint Nicholas plays

in the Fleury Playbook seems intended as part of a liturgical
service#!^

Three end with liturgical pieces In prose{ Tres

Ô Cofftoan# p. 59.
9 lliâ*» p. 51.
1® Coffman, pp. 56-59; Young, II, p. 334.
11 Coffman, p. V*
iMâ*# P* 51, ff.
13 Frank# p. 46*
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Cleriei «aids with the choir singing the T& Denm# The letter
play was pi^bably intended for the feast of Saint Nicholas
on December 6,^ and no doubt was performed following Vespers
or perhaps Matins and lauds.

It surely seems to have been

a part of the services for that day, and yet there is no
conclusive evidence that this piece developed fr<m tropes
as did the (Mem ouaeritis plays#^4^ Craig concludes from his
study of the Saint NichW.as plays tdaat they "originated f r m
the liturgf as additions to the church services rather than
as the inventions of dramatists for drmatic purposes.
With this opinion one concurs idioleheartedly, fascinated by
the dramatic skill of the author*
From the material that has come down to us we look
straigdib to the legends*

Young contends that the Saint

Nicholas plays rest "directly upon complete forms of the
legends themwelves * • « and

appear to have arisen throu#

the applicaticm ef the dramatic treatment directly to these
stories*"16 Miss Frank infers that once dramatic principles
had became established and were understood, "the short step
from the dramatisation of one kind of story, the biblical,
to another, the saint*# legend, might have been taken by

14 Young, p. 310*
15 Craig, p. 320*
^6 Young, p* 310.
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an innovator at any time for some pertinent occasion***^7
They were fashioned by artiste »»from the warmth of their
faith and the desire to give it a visible* dynamic expression#l8
Author
The author of Tres Glerici is not known*

The identity

of the writer or writers lies hidden under the almost uni
versal anonymity that characterised medieval artists and
craftsmen#

Tres Cleriei was written during a period %Aen

the collective body was all Important ; the Fleury plays were
no doubt a commmal endeavor "in the sense that they were
instituted, performed, and managed by eommnities, and they
grew by a sort of incremental amplification by anonymous writ
ers from time to time*"39

37 Frank, p* 94*
36 Ibid., p. 17*
39 Craig, p. 10*
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?ersification
Comparlmg Tree Glaricl to Its otmpaalon piece# in the
Fleury Playbook| we find that the versification as previously
indicated is typical of mWlevml Latin poetiy#

Each of the

four Saint Nicholas plays are written in "rhythalc or aceen*
tual verse in regular strophe^foim# with the exception of
a monologue of twenty*one lines in the leonia play, %diere
the author uses quantitative rimed hexameters*"20

stro

phe form in Tres Cleriei is so regular that on two occasions
the dialogue of the old m m with the clerks and later with
his wife are written in couplets that neatly continue the
strophe fora#

A similar instance occur# in the fifteenth

stansa, which also maploys two couplets for the speech of
Saint Nicholas and the host.21

% e rtiyrae scheme usually

follows the pattern aabb. Young notes a "certain lack of
f e r t i l i t y

"2^2

frequent repetition mi some of the ihyme*

words as in hosnitium# soatlum. but be finds in the mild
flexibility in the use of the Fleury stansa one of its most
interesting aspects from the dramatic point of view*23

20 Albrecht, p. 75.
21 See text in Young, II, pp# 330*332.
22 Young, II, p. 333.
23 Ibid.. p. 334.
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The following stanza spoken by the second clerk at l&e
beginning of Tres Cleriei will furnish an example of the
verse form and suggest as well something of the pagan quality
introduced by the Fleury writer#

It Is especially in the

first two lines of this stanza that Young and Petit de dulls
ville find that "the Fleury writer, indeed, creates a certain
literary tone of his own*24 hy introducing the î«gan sugges
tiveness of these lines into a Christian play#
lam sol equos tenet in litore,
uos ad presens merget sub equore#
ec est nota nobis hec patrla;
ergo queri debeat hospicia*

f

Unlike the strictly liturgical plays, which often w ploy Scriptural quotation, not one of the four Fleury Saint
Nicholas plays contains any admixture of prose#

The anti-

phon, however, which concludes the play may be in prose#25
The first play, which celebrates Saint Nicholas* gift of a
dowry to three needy girls, ends with an antiphon in prose,
Ê Gbristi eleta*.

Î E M ilâllsii as

e have seen, closes with

the singing of T& Ueum* Of the four dramas, leonia Sancti
Nicholai uses the most complwc versification; the chorus,
Statuit ei Dominue. which is the latroit for the Mass for
Saint Nicholas* day, closes the play#

A verse chorus, Coni-

osa karltatis# consisting of four flfteen-ayllable lines in
trochaic tetrameter without internal or end rhymes, marks the
end of the last play, Filius Getronis.
24 Young, II, p# 334; Petit do Julleville, I, p. 71.
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ïheme#
Theme# In the four Fleury play# may be traced to four
popular legend# of Saint Hlehola#,

In Tree Flliae the kindly

Biehop eavee three young girl# from giving them#elv@# to lives
of prostitution by providing them with dowries, three bag#
of gold, which he secretly throws in through the window at
night.

This is one of the best known legends about him.

fhe resuscitation ef three young boys occurs in the second
play,

this will be discussed in detail shortly#

In the

third play a non*believer entrusts his treasure to an image
of Saint Nicholas,

the m<mey is stolen, later restored, and

Termagant, the pagmn idol, overthromi.

The legend of the

fourth play t h o u # less well known today was popular in its
own time and is depicted on the Winchester font in a small
scene#

The story is concerned with the only child of Oer»

ontius, who is captured by Arabs and later miraculously re
stored to his parents,

the boy holding the goblet, signif

ying his duty as cupbearer to the King, is represented on
the Winchester font, where Adeodatus lies stretched at the
feet ef the Bishop, who is in the act of restoring life to
the three young scholars.
Albrecht, who more than

any

other has made an exhaus

tive study of the Saint Nicholas legends and iconography,
admits the difficulty that faces one in trying to determine
the first mention of the pickling-tub relating to the murder
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attribotaâ te Salat Bonavaatara# *2#
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in a
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m
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*le&g

oa # # othar hantl| It

is mot aatlraiy umlikaly # a t furtbar atody of tha Wiaehaa»
tar foat may ravaal aa evaa aarllar axmapla aatadatiag by
aavaral eaaturiaa tha aaboloua rafaraaea to tha aar»oa«

At aay rata, tha story waa eireulatiag at a vary early data*
Tooag quotas tha short paaaagB la which Vaea, writiag about
1150 A# D#* raoorda tha lagaad of tha thraa soholara ia his

lit âS3SlS£asMSS’^
Trai Glare aloaat a aaeola,
K*aa farai mia grant parola#
Lor estas par suit las oselt.
Lore ears muaeaa, 1»avoir aaprit;
salat Sieholas par Dau la sout,
8*«mpras fu la si earn Dau plout*
Las elars al esta dsnaada
K*as pout auseiar, si 11 mostra*
Saiat Sieholas par sa priera
Las amas mist el eers ariara#
Par eao qua as elars fist tial honor,
Font 11 Glare fasts a leal jor
Da biaa llrra# da bias ehaatiar,
S da mimelas raeitlar*
From tha last four Haas, as Touag iadioatas, it appears
that tha tala of the thraa youths was wall astablishad prior
to Waea*8 history and that, in fact, "this account of St#

26 Albraeht, p# 32#
27 Young, II, p# 32*,
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Rlehela#* faveur t m m r d the cleriei wae the reaeon for their
eheervimg hie feast-day hy reading, singing and reciting
hie miracle#."2#

2^ foungj II, p. 229.

i& i s M

M s s lilt

See also Aopendix A, Léamde
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€zltlea3.
One magr approach fraa Cleriei frea two iiroctioaas
either as a religious art font or as a âraaatie art form.
Craig lists his objections to applying to the mystery plays
the principles of draaa as an art form by pointing out that
the medieval playmri#t was not free to add to plots and
that the pleys were a "commmal, anonymous^ tri^itional
drasa"^ with predetermined subjects and with an "mod « W
aim not dramatic but religimis*"3® Within the fleury Play»
book the variety in treatment of Tree Glerici. Tres Filiae.
IS9BÈ& ÉÊ I S E M

M d Illius iftjanij seems to point

a ^exibility and freedom In choice of subject and a liberty
in contriving plots#
However0 to overlook either aspect la to diminish ene^s
understanding of this form, for Tree Cleriei is best repre»
sented as an artistic fusion of religious and dramatic art»
which stmas frms the creative impulse of the medieval period
and is a «nail but perfect manifestatlm of the same spirit.
In choice of subject the writers of Fleury might freely have
turned to other saints, but one sm&ses that they eagerly
preferred Hicholas as a man near to their m m interests.

29 Craig, p, 2*
38 Ibid.
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« saint aot t^rotigh martyrdom aor throa# establlsblag a
aonaatio order but a saint in the busy milieu of everyday
life la the world

their world*

The wide appeal of Tree

Cleriei must have won a large audieaee*

Admitting ^adly

the didactic purpose and fmnillar content of the Flwiry Play*
bookI one is yet fully persuaded that "competent singing end
acting I accompanied by a skilful use of properties and
costm*e, would turn any of these pieces into hi#ly drmatic
entertainment*"31

^1 Prank, p* 5^

PART II.

fEESACULAS SAINT NICHOLAS PLAÏ

AND BAôKQaOONDî

J M DB 8. NICOLAS

CNAPTBR V
HI3T0RI0AL SBRfEI
The City mad Chaaglag Conditions
northern PMuaoe is the birthplace of the second play to
be considered •• the Jeu de 8. Hieolas by Jean Bodel, twelfthcentury trouvère and artisan of the city of Arras.

Twice

during the early caaturies preceding the Renaissance the city
had been destroyed;

Attila*s scourge had ripped Arras in

451 A. D#, and the Northman had leveled it in 8CK) A, D.

Prom

each of these disasters the city had risen and pzt>f(pered again#
By the time of the writing of Jean Bodel*s vernacular Jeu de S.
Nicolas Arras was already a thriving canter of industry and
culture, widely known for its beautiful tapestries.

It may

be useful to glance at some of the changing conditions that
had shaped such a favorable situation;

the reopening of trade,

the growth of cities, the rise of universities, and the build
ing of cathedrals#
By the first half of the tenth eentuzy Western civilization,
as previously noted, had been "reduced to the verge of dissolu
tion."^

Fortunately, a revival of trade commenced shortly

after this period, and Europe began to witness a new phenomenon.

^ Dawson, The Making of Europe, p. 209*

*t/
During the course of the centuiy "there reapD$e#eâ In
continental Europe a class of professional merchants whose
progress, very slow at firarfi gathered speed as the follow2
Ing century moved forward.**
The rise In population had
resulted In detaching from t M land *»an increasingly Impor
tant number of Individuals and committing them to that
roving and hazardous existence*^ wüoh Plrenne views with
Interest In his useful little volume. Medieval Cities. He
sees that the increased population had "multiplied the crowd
4

,

of vagabonds drifting about all throu^ society"

and asserts 1

"It Is among this crowd of footloose adventurers that the
first adepts of trade must, without any doubt, be looked
for."^
The merchants soon began setting up markets In the
ft

Forlsburttus (or Faubourg). This was the outer enclosure
of a fortified place.

It ml^it be a bridge-head,"a point

commanding a pass through a forest or between hills or the
gate of a monastery or c a s t l e . S o o n small shopkeepers,

^"The Flowering of the Middle Ages," Jubilee. May,
1959. p. 30.

weavers aad artisans were attracted in turn to the faubourgst
3
and cities began to emerge $ "haphazardly and unplanned."
It is Interesting to note the lessening of the feudal power
and the early power of government assumed by the cities.
Plreene maintains that by the beginning of the twelfth
century, "and in some cases even by the end of the eleventh,
a few cities were already in possisslonsbf their special
tribunal,"^ fhe members of the trlbimal in Italy, southern
franco and parts of @ermazy were named consuls.

In the

Netherlands, however, and in northern France "they were called
echevins. or a l d e r m e n . J e a n Bodel refers to the eohevins.
of Arras, as will be seen later#
fhe Middle Ages were noteworthy for the rise of
schools and universities.

Everywhere schools arose*

At

the îhlid lateran Council in 1179 the Church had ruled
"that every cathedral church should support a master to
instrudt ecclesiastical students, giving his services
without charge to indigent scholars*"^^ #&e expansion of
Europe *a horizons had given twelfth-century man both the
Incentive and the leisure time for study, and although

^Plxenne, p. 204.

^°Ibia.

11#flowering of the Middle Ages," p# )2#
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“learning, «specially on the hi^er levels, was limited to
a *mall percentage of the population, there were still
thousands of poor young men who were ready to endure any
hardship In order to acquire it#"

12

The comforts that

surround acquiring a modern education were lacking in the
medieval world#

Education was undeniably hard.

Today's

sophisticated citizen may discover with surprise, for
example, that even paper, books, and benches were scarcely
existent in schools at that time and that the medieval
student in his drive and thirst for knowledge was frequently
forced to rely on his memory and to be satisfied with
1*
standing or squatting upon floors covered with straw# ^ The
medieval university established during the 1100*s the custom
of formal examinations, licensed masters, and degrees that
have continued to the present time.

These were the years

of famous scholars when a man such as Abelard might be
styled a "self-contained university," with students flock
ing to him from all over the world#

These were the scin

tillating times of Abelard and Bernard's famous debates and
the young days of the louse of the Paraclete#

$0

Saint Barnard became famena throngbout Burap# net
only as a scholar but also as a tremendously effective
preacher#

In the year 1145 Bernard was preaching the

second Crusade « speaking in numerous French and German
cities, where he fired an intense enthusiasm for a
cause doomed nevertheless to failure.

It will be remembered

that for political and selfish reasons the Second Crusade
failed#

The interest and excitement of the Crusades is

frequently reflected in the play of Jean Bodel and in
writings of the period, as in Rutebeuf*s poems on the
Cruêades.
This period is further characterised by the construc
tion of beautiful cathedrals*

Among the famous cathedrals

of the twelfth century are Botre Dame and Chartres#

The

work was begun on the choir of the highly praised Botre
Deme Cathedral in 1160 and was not completed until a
century later

"témoignant ainsi d*une rare continuité de vues et
d'opinisitreté dans trois gdhératigns de constructeurs#"
Cohen, La Grande Clarté du Moyen-Ame# p# 96.
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CouEtless workerst imknown artists and stoae masoas
gathered at Chartres to rebuild what had been destroyed by
fire, eohaaoiog the portals and interior with sGUl#%he of
much delloaoy atnd beauty#

Only recently of the eathedral

modern investigation has looked to the period in franoe
from 1140 to 1190 for a theory of origins for the remark
able sculpture and architeeture of those years, when
Sculpture and her sister arts revive;
Stones leap'd to form, and rocks began to live.^
Whitney S« Stoddard of Harvard in a definitive study
of the relationship of the west portals of the Abbey of
Saint-Penis to the loyal Portal of Chartres Cathedral
stresses the singular importance of the influential Abbot
SugerI
When Abbot Suger dedicated the narthex of
Saint-Denis on June 9,1140, he partially realised
his dream of rebuilding the loyal Abbey and unwit
tingly founded a new tradition. As the most
powerful patron of the twelfth century, Suger had
at his command the personal prestige, political
influence, and financial support to utilize the
artistic talents of the best craftsmen in western
lurope. With Sugar’s dedicationgthe whole course
of sculpture changed direction#

^^Alexander Pope, "gsaav on Criticism.* 11* 701-2.
16
Whitney S. Stoddard, fhe West Portals of Saint-Denis
and Chartres (Cambridge, Massachusetts Maivard university
Mess; TOS'J, p. 1#
"t
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Bûaaaotqud art in granoe **<iolneid«8 ohronologleally
with the first appearanee of a literature written in the
young vemaoular* **^7 One m&y even say that one of the pur
poses of the ehsnsons de geste was to attraot pilgrims to
famous shrines,18 for it is partioularly in this form that
we see how olosely allied in motive and ooneept are the
Frenoh epies a M the Romanesque eatWdrals#

A resent eritio

states ttmt **the epies in their motives and ooneept* of
form are witnesses of the same Romanesque art as are the
shrines themselves# *^9

if we seek to define the relation

ship further, we disoover that the bond between the
Romanesque art and the literature of the period "eomes from
the fact that In their approaoh to the Divine they both
emphasize the majesty of Ood, and in their approaoh to the
human they oonfine themselves to tiur typioal#*20
This attitude is revealed by Jean Bodel, lyrie and epio
writer, an aoeomplished poet of Arras and author of t W
vernacular play,

I» the play, which is

still within the liturgical tradition and presumably meant
to be performed as part of the religious celebration for the
feast of St« Bieholas, the revmrenee for the Christian faith
ITyatzfeld, p# 3#

20lbid.
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«aderlla# the whole

û

r

m

m

.

hot le hlé&w fop the meet pert#

losteed the poet hae es^heelsei the tiuean a#d typloml by
building hie plot around a band of thieve#*

Oliquet# Raeoir,

and fineede have far mopeimpeptanoe in the unfolding of the
atopy than the OhPiatian# or the qplental mire*

indeed*

one aoaetime# look# for the appearanoe of a OhPiatian* and
then# when in a brief inatanoe Bedel permit# ot£P attention
to turn to one of the faithful*

m

f l M him on hi# kneea*

Ihere ia a oertaln p m m r and poignanoy in what ha# b e m left
unaaid#

Howev^* we are grateful that the au#tw did aeleot

ahrewd and pealiatio thug# for the main part# beeauee it ia
preoieely in thi# that we find high value of entertainment#
Da thi poet*# eolorful life there are all the dxvueatio
element# of a moving tragedy*

B o m in irra#* Bodel*# life

wa# tto muoh a part of the trouver# tradition that in o m #
eidering hi# literary aotivity# empeeting for the moment
hi# auperlor genius# we find ourselve# in the midst of "an
unfailing supply of publie singer#, jongleur# of the higher
type# who moved about in the## two oountrie#**2i*ranoe and
England at thi# time used t W same language and "were bound
by aueh olose tie# in the twelfth oentury that we must o m *
eider their literature together*"** Then* too# many of these
minatrels were "celtie# who sang in preooh#"*3

**lbid*
*3ibid.

The tmuvere#
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meoordlng to Hol»kn##ht# r#(pr##*ntm a type of ainger "mere
dignified by far than the eommon jongleur, tout atill not
yet etstioaary eoougb to toe called patronimed artists in tto#
real

sense*

**^4

Bodel one sees one, %too to all appwranoee

loved to sing and wtoo apparently toad tto® esteem and support
of toi# culturally minded city and confreres*

Arras is one

of the first cities mentioned as having nuvs. societies
vtoicto sponsored literary activity and "encouraged the art
of poetry toy crowning the victors in poetic contests held
according to their own rules*

Members were usually drawn

from the clergy# officials, and bourgeois*

frises were

awarded, and poets competed in chants royaux, toallades, ron
deaux, virelays, chansons, and even Latin epigrams*
pttv continued long after the Middle Ages,

The

We have a record,

for example, of a ouv in Rouen in 1515 under the patronage
of the Oarmelites and probably differing very little in spirit
from the earlier group to which Bodel may have belonged*

In

the sixteenth-century nuv at Rouen the group toad grown in
number until a larger place was needed for their meetings*

"At

first the solemnities connected with the ouv were held in the
cloister, a large, beautiful room, where several guilds held
their s e s s i o n s , L a t e r the nuv met in the refectory*
24%ari Julius aolsknecht. Literary Patronage in the
Middle ixes (Philadelphia* 192)), P* 3*.
XXXI

SSoharles B* Bowcomer# "The Puy at Rouen," P*M*L.A*
(19Z«), p* 211*
^
Z^Itoid*, p, 217*
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Sueb. gpoqp# annually bad a Haas offered on a met day
when all the member# attended*

oeually the ehureh or ohapel

ebelr was splendidly dee orated for the oeeaslon with candles*
bouquets* and tapestry*

Very often the group paid special

devotion In honor of a candle that represented their grow#
In medieval England* for instance* if a member of the guild
failed to attend the yearly Mass* he was subject to a fine*
fhe statutes read that "he shall pay a penny to the light#
Bodel belonged to a Confraternity of the Candle ia Arras*
Most of our knowledge of the poet*# life derives either
from his own works or from the register of the Oonfrerii^ de
la Chandelle* which IWicates his calling as an artesien
and records the date of his dea t h# 2 0
He was

m

ambitious poet* writing four or five nas»

8Bd am epic*

& P®®» »bout

the Saxon# which a later poet praised for
its M

j EESI£»

&nd iSââBSâ-BSliSââ»"^^

its langue noli#*

It i# hi" SSSStt

however* for which Bodel is most famous and for which he
is most affectionately remembered#

fhe poem is a tender

farewell to his fellow townsman and friends written "after
leprosy had cut short his career and prevented a contemplated
journey to the Holy Land* "50
Btr

Miss

W

r

&

n

k

writes that "his

(Berlin* Markobrunner
28%%nk* p* 96*
29lbid.
30lbid.

reflect a personal note, especially the pathetic
Cooü^* and his epic Indicates a desire to renew axxd refine
that form of poetry,'♦51 Bodel seems to M v e held some post
In Arras, for In his poem# the
city’s officers

m

d

he addresses the

"amntlons helng In their serrleef

he also refers familiarly to smny of Its cltl*ens*"52
personal note Is felt In the lines In the Qonad In which
the poet «o^ressly takes leave of the candle#

% e Oonfrérle

de la ate Chandelle was a "société des Jongleurs et des
henrgeols d*AMpas"53 vho acted as custodian of a candie
that had miraculously appeared to one of their memhers as
h

o

knelt at the altar,

lodel hide farewell to the candle#

"which Metre Dame gave to the jongleurs and to the menestrel#
douch comoalanon# (sic) who have been kinder than hrothere
to him*"54

conteigmrarles and successors frequently

refer to Bodel# suggesting a wide popularity for the poet#
hut even In his own work a hint of his p%)ularlty "emerges
Indirectly from the gmtle spirit of his Oon«^. Its absence
of rancour# and the way In which he address his friends and
colleagues there*"55

He retlrM to a leper hospital outside

the city In 1202 and died in the winter of 1209*10*
53-Fraak# pp* 96# 97$
52jMd$i P$ 97#
55%^,

34xbid*

55|bid*

CHAPTER VI
FORM
The Neele
In fora the Jen de 8 * Hicolea la aaaic dremi.

To approach

a atndy of the play without aome notion of Ita auale would be
similar to contenting oneself with the libretto of Nozart or
Nenottl; here, however, the aualc la not modem• The Jeu de S,
Hlcolaa like the twelfth*c«ntury Beauvala play of Daniel.
recmtly revived,^ combines dramatic Instinct with music.
Referring to the strange mixture of last and West In the music,
an eminent music critic, Paul Henry I^ng, cementst "Thus
2
Europe and Asia were united,"
it was, he continues, "real
theater, the first European theater, but It was also real music
drama, for the e%pesslve qualities of music were exploited."^

■*’ The Play of Daniel was presented la Hew York for Christ
mas, 195of in iraal was probably Its first perfomance since thé
Middle Ages. The play was performed by the Hew York Pro MUslca
under Hoah Greenberg, Director, and has been repeated each Christ
mas season since 195&, This smmer of I960 the same group will
tour Europe with the Beauvais play, sponsored by AHTA.
^ the Play of Daniel, a recording by Decca with Introductory
notes by N u l n m r y haimg, Rembert Weakland, 0.8.B., and a free
verse adaptation by V* H. Audm. Dacca Record DL 9402. Lang, p.),
3 m*.
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The expressive qualities of music were used for both
religious and dramatic ends#

fhe writers, muslciams, and

artists of the medieval world realized as the ancient Greeks
had realized before that "pour émouvoir la foule, la poésie
devait être soutenue par une mélodie."^

Lote*'s thorough

and exhaustive work on the history of French verse concludes
that this conception of music survived all during the Middle
Âges, "car M

declamation privée du secours de la musique

n*y a jamais été très en faveur*"^

So we find that still

at the time of Bodel's play, "wherever we look,. . . all is
under the profound influence of Gregorian chant."

6

Smlts van Waesberg^e examines a series of musical treatises
dating from about 1050 and extending throu#i the twelfth centmgr,^

He finds that the authors of the medieval treatises

seem strongly influenced by a determination to continue in
the line of their predecessors,
pronounced

this tendency is very
Q
"too conspicuous to be dismissed."
"It is

well known," he writes, "that on Mediaeval schools tradition
had a strong hold* and the connection between new and old

^Ibid.
^Lang, Daniel, p. 3.
^Joseph Smlts Van Waesberghe, "Some Music Treatises
and Their Interrelationin 2 parts, Musica Disciplina Hi,
(1949), 25-351 III (1949) 95-119.
®Ibid.. Ill, p. 26.
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Is clearly traceable in the treatises used and the methods
followed by successive teachers of the same scholastic
subject — * far more so than is the case with modern schools*"^
The famous music scholar considers the treatises under review
as clearly having originated "as a series of college-lectures
on the Ârs musica at some important s c h o o l " a n d as of
interest in representing prevailing ideas about music con
temporary with Bodel*s ingenious Jeu de S> Nicholas.
This attitude towards music was found also in the
monasteries#

There is a manuscript of St# Gall* Institut#
n
Patrum de modo nsallendl# which contains a "longwinded"

defense of the old style in the face of innovations in
singing the psalms#

The medieval writer refers to the days

of the first fervor when the monastery was in the vigor of
its youth and the monks were spoken of as angell.^^
he complains that the new members despise the old ways of
singing and try to sing not "ia religious gravity but
hiatrionum more."^^(6ow strong are these low histornic ways
in Jeu de S# iricolasi) The unhappy monk continues that the
disturbing members are "full of trifling songs (neaiae) and
m
forelgh melodies"
and that they seem to want to practice
what they have heard and seen abroad.

Van Dijk notes "the

older generation may have been unable to digest the new

% i d ## p# 25#

p. 27#

^^8, A# Van Bijk, "Saint Bernard and the Institute Patrum
of Saint Gall, "Mtsica Pisonlina. IV, Paso. 2,3,4

12

^ I b i d .. p. 102#
13'Ibid.. pp. 101-102,

l*Ibid#
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and complex sounds t their ears tingled with them$ even in
England* where Aelred* abbot of Eievaulx* inveighed against
the same t h i n g s # " Van Dijk assumes that it was the first
time in the West that the music of the Churoh was influenced
by secular chant, "and, of course, many were shocked."

16

THE BRAMA
In considering the play itself, we find that although
the Jeu de 8. Ricolas is the earlieSfc surviving play of its
type in Rrenoh, it is "perhaps the most remarkable of all."^^
A distinct literary shift had occurred over the centuries*
England and Ireland no longer maintained the cultural heights
of previous years#

The period of the Danes mrked a decline

in British and Irish ascendancy, and literacy superiority
was considered as having passed to the French#

By the time

of the Fleury Playbook we had come to French liturgical plays
revealing what "sophisticated writers would do to adapt and
extend traditional material."^® free 01erici like the early
Romanesque art had a stiffness about it, yet this stiff
ness was "both a restricting element and a part of the beauty.
By the end the twelfth century when Bodel*s play was written,
art and literature had become "dynamic, enlivened, graceful,
elegant, feminine, more s e c u l a r . Jeu de 8. Hicolas is
very much a part of this "emotional-dynamic approach to a
symbolic world#

^^Ibid.. p. 102
illbid# ^^Frank, p. 95#
IQ
^Hatsfeld, Literature Through Art. p, 13.
^Ibid#

^^Ibld.

^®Ibid..0.44.
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The freedom, simplicity, aad vigor of youag and exaberant talent in the Jen de B. Hioolaa exactly coinoides with
the medieval creative impulse to take in with jouthful eyes
and "unite in artistic entitity as many parts as is psychopp
logically possible."
Bodel takes an old legend, models
px
it on a play of Hilary, and makes exciting changes. "^Instead
of an infidel, Judeus, sometimes called Barbarus, who hears
of the miracles performed by Saint Hicholas and decides to
place his treasures in safe-keeping by putting his wealth
before an image of the saint. Bodel raises the lowly
Barbarus to the status of a pagan king and surrounds him
i
24
with "an obsequious Seneschal"
and a colorful retinue of
Emirs from the East.

The pagans far outnumber the Christians

and defeat them in battle. ■
Preudom.

Q

m

Christian survives ^

It is he who converses with an angel and even

tually effects the conversion of the pagans following the
saint's miracle.

Bodel employs the saint's image of the

pagan god Tervagan.

He instills something of the fervor of

the Crusades, but his most successful and original Contribu
tion is his introduction of scenes and characters of low life.

^ I b i d .. p. 26
^^Petit de Julleville, II,p. 222, "Mais Jean Bodel a
beaucoup développé la donnée légendaire. B.paraît ne devoir
qu* à son imagination 1*episode des chrétiens aux prises
avec les musulmans, et les scènes de cabaret qut il a détaillées
avec complaisance."
^Prank, p. 98.
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The three thieves drink, gamble, and quarrel ia
a tavern kept by a grasping host and his rascally
servant""boy. Here com# criers of town and King
and a messenger who joins in the drinking, gambling,
and quarrelling* All these people are pure Artois|
indeed there is no desire to hide the fact $ their
tipple is the good wine of Auxerre, they observe the
contemporary division of Arras into cite and vile,
they mention such nearbygtowns as Henin, Presnesles-Montauban, Savrelle* ^
Craig maintains that the medieval miracle and mystery plays
were intended**to appeal to the mind and heart of the sinner
as well as the man of Cod, and to do so immediately,"^

few

of the later miracle plays rival Jeu de 8, Hicolas in
immediacy of appeal*
flESIflOAflOH^®
Jean Bodel displays more "artistry and technical ski11"^^
in his versification than any of his dramatic predecessors*
His dialogue is swift, natural and realistic, and his lines
reveal a flexible spirit of experimentation*

We find in

the Jeu de S* Hicolas a courageous willingness to oppose
the firmly established laws of french verse by daring in
the first place to vary the almost rigidly accepted pattern

p. 99,
^Oraig, pp, 5, 4.
^®Texts are available in two editionsi Jean Bodel,
Le Jeu de Saint Hicolas. ed, Alfred Jeanroy (Paris* Librairie
Amsienne laouara ckampion, 1925) î Jean Bodel, Le Jeu de Saint
Hicolas. ed, P. J* Warns (torfordt Basil Blackwell, i^^l),
^%rank, p. 104*

6)
of oe##re and rime.

Profeasor Lote informs ns that there

were two genres for which the changing of the meter had
become almost sacred by nsage#^®

Bodel shows great skill

at times in varying his meter and line.

Although the p&ay

is mainly writ ten'^c to syllabic lines, there are three
passages in which the ten-syllable lines are employed, with
the 6 -f 4 cesnra#
B'aies saint Bicolas — en remembranche
Be te convient avoir — nnle dgntanche
Bains Bicolasponrcache — ta delivranche.
Se tn l*as bien servi — de si e ore,
Be te recroire mie, — mais serf encore . • •
fhis irregular form was not in favor,

fhe lavs d*Amors.

for example, vetoed its use, arguing that it must never be
used as the form was neither harmonious nor agreeable nor
pleasing if the cesura were changeds
II faut observer que dans les vers de dix
syllabes, le répos est à la quatrième syllabe,
et qu* on ne doit jamais changer cette mesure;
o *est-è-dire qu*il ne faut jamais placer le repos
à la sixième syllabe, au lieu de la quatrième ;
car cela n*est pas harmonieux.*«On voit, en effet,
que les vers de cette mesure n*ont pas une cadence
agréable ; et nous n* avons jamais vu qu*on s* en soit
servi: c*est pourquoi nous ne 1*approuvons pas*^
Jeaadpodel was not a poet to be deterred by such restric
tions.

fhe decasyllabic line was one of the types les

plus courants in the Middle Ages.

In the vernacular it

was almost contemporary with the octosyllabic form and

^Iste, II, p. 66.
^^Lote, I, p. 220.
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reigned as master in the epic poem, "ou il s’établit
presque exclusivement, pnur une duree d'un siècle et demi
à deux siècles, dès la Ohanson de B o l a n d From there it
spread ito lyric poetry but only ia rare instances to the
drama.

Almost without exception the cesura remained fixed

on the fourth syllable.

Against such opposition on# admires

Jean Bodel'a display of versatility.
In his occasional use of the alexandrine Bodel is a
forerunner of later medieval poets.
denote dignity ia his characters.

B o ^ l employs it to
When the king, the

seneschal or the angel speak, the alexandrine is used.

By

the second half of the thirteenth century the alexandrine had
gained ground ia epic poetry, but it was to triumph anew in
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, "ou il devient en
quelque sorte le vers par excellence et ou il reçoit le nom
de 'vers commun,

Shus we see how far in advance of his

age Bodel was when he wrote in the alexandrine.
In his use of assonance and rhyme Bodel, as lots is
forced to acknowledge, was "aussi peu scrupuleux,"^ In
Jeu de 8. Nicolas one finds i oec s mer: voirre % oandoille*
and rouge t angouche. Bodel and other poets began to
experiment more and more in a wider variety of rhyme scheme
although the pattern aabaabbbabba continued persistently.

^lote, II, p. 57.
^%bid,
^Ibid.. p. 100.
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LÂHGUAGl
Chambers traces the way by which "the strict ecclesi
astical Latin was gradually invaded by elements cf the
%ernacular*"^^ He notes that many of the las ter plays
from Germany end with a hymn Christ ist erstanden to be
sung by the congregation.

By the time of Hilary, "one of

those nebulous wandering scholars and an erstwhile pupil
of Abelard,"^ a widening breach between secular and litur
gical tone is apparent.

An air of freedom, a spirit of

roving laxity, had been introduced as a feature of medieval
life,

Golliards roamed the country, and Hilary seems to

have been associated with a monastery on somewhat loose
terms, being sometimes in and sometimes out.

Hilary and

other writers of his age "w$re fond of glassing their Latin
speeches with paraphrases or even substantial additions in
German or French."^? fhe Beauvais Play of Daniel, like the
Jeu de S. Hicolas. follows the basic outlines of a play by
Hilary but "shows great advancement in metrical subtility,"^®
Jeu de 8. Hioolaa shows even greater advancement in langiage,
for it is entirely in the vernacular,

fhe Beauvais Daniel

^%hambers, Baalish Literature at the Close of the
Middle Ages, p. 9.
^®»eakland, Daniel, p. 4,
^^Chambers, English Literature, p. 9.
^Weakland, Daniel, p, 4.
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is in Latiû, and Hilary’s play, loonia de Saaoti Nicolai»>
is written by and large in latin, although the author
makes use of refrains in french#
This practice was widespread, for the drama of medieval
France exhibited "certain stylistic devices common to all
writing of the Middle Ages designed for oral presentation*"^^
The drama shared with the chansons de geste and the romances
"the repetitive phrase intended to aid memory and awaken
40
recognition."
The refrain in serious plays could be extremely
effective.

There "such recurring words could also be used

as drumbeats to heighten emotion, whereas is the farces and
sotties they served to underscore humorous lines (often in
differing contexts) and nudge an audience into cumulative
laughter,"

41

Holmes enli^tens us further by pointing out

that it was not uncommon to find instances from the Mass for
a certain day, such as that used on the December 26 for the
feast of Saint Stephen, "where each Latin verse of the
epistle is followed by one of more strophes in French,
giving a free translation."
was not at all infrequent.

42

This practice, he assures us,

"The few lines of vernacular

which were inserted made it possible to hold the attention

^^frank, p. 268.

4 1Ibld.
42

Holmes, History of Old French Literature. p. 55.
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of the laity, even when they were aothing but a refrain#"^^

Jeu de S* Hicolas is the first instance of a French play
completely in the vernacular*
dialect*

It is written in the Picard
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Crltieal Ihraluation
To appraeiato tvUXf the dramatlo aohlevement of Jen de
Klehelaa> It 1# meeeaeary to refleet that the dramatlo
skill of Bodel*# veil eontrlved play Is vl^oot preeedent in
the theatre of his day#

As Ghamhers eomments# It Is "rare to

find In a medieval writer any eonselousness of an analogy he*
tween elassleal drama and the performanees familiar to him in
his own day."*

(The very word

he reminds ns, was not

an Soglish wordf at least# m t l l the sixteenth eentnry# )
Bodel wrote from his own original genlns# giving the dlalogne
a reallstle treatment keyed to everyday life in Arras; on the
other hand, In one Instanee Bodel employs a elassleal featnre
In his nse of the prologne.

An earlier attempt at a Christian

drama may be seen In the plays of Brotsvltha# a German nan of
the tenth eentnry# yet from the point of view of living drama,
there Is seareely any similarity between Brotsvltha *s work
and Bodel*# play.^

however# the nnn*s plays afford an In*

terestlng contrast to Bodel*#

In stme-

tnre# In pnrpose and In t@ae Brotsvltha*# plays provide a
direct antithesis to Bodel*# entertaining Jen de 8 . Bleolas.
Her plays are In Latin and are modelled npon Terence and

^Chambers# BngXigh
S e e Toang# I, p. 5,

P* 2.
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Flaatnsf

paifpota i« to extol the martyf# and to pralae

the virtue ofohaatlty; the tone is moral
even playfnl —
andlenee.

at rare time#

and aeem# to have been Intended for a seleet

On the other hand, Bodel*# struetnre follow# a

apontaneon# development that aeeompanled the early literary
activity of the Middle Age#, when a gradnal exploitation of
Incorporating more and more aeene# within a #Ingle drama took
place.

In the prologne to

the apeaker

annonnce# to the m m and women that the play Is being given
on the eve ofthe feastof Salat
anwiflitt

Nicholas,

eclat dont

v l e H e ." that la, the night of December S>th«

Its pnrpose seems to have been to snrronad a well known
miracle of Salat Nicholas with a lively tale; It appeals to
a wide andlence.

It Is t m e that la a comic sense Bodel*#

twelfth»centnry play deals with the them of repentance, bnt
the treatment differs widely from Brotsvltha*# tenth*centnry
dramas.

Bodel creates nalversal characters, thieves bronght

to life, qnarrelllng, drinking, stealing; Brotsvltha —

and

her accomplishment Is smch to her credit, writing as she did
at a time of literary dearth-center# her attention npon the
abstract, n p m t^e virtue exemplified In the lives of Mary of
Bgypt, of the martyr Faith and her sisters, and of other
Christian heroes,

Brotsvltha*# plays seem to have been In

tended for reading, Bodel*# for singing and acting.

Els,

though less serions In tone, Intended as part of a liturgical
service.
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Flm&lly, oa# may contidar Bodel*8 play as a sklllfml
eoaady ot high quality as veil as a religious drama#

It is

am early and sueeessful imstamee of the taste for the eomie
%A%ioh heeame imereasingly popular la Fraaoe*
Cohea’s Judgmeat, liU.Aj

1#

la Gustave

exeeUeat example

"de oette littérature artesleaae si hrillaate"^ %Aioh idam
do le Hale, vritiag fifty years after Jeaa Bodel, vas to ea*
rich vith tv© other masterpieces, S s M n W

,

i

m

de la Feuilee. "mais apparteaaat exelusivemeat au gears
comique,

#*tave Cohea,
I# I# Thd&tre Religieux
p.. 3*».
'mi.

)

APPTOÎX A
An mmmmlmg v#r#loa of the Salat Slcholas and the three
little aeholars has eontiaaed dova to present times la a
popular French soag collected hy the poet, derard de Nerval.^
i m m m de s a u t t excoias
Ils étaient trois petits enfants
Qui s*en allaient glaner aux champs.
S*en r m t un soir ehes un boucher t
” Boucher, veudrais»tu nous loger?
mtres, entres, petits enfants,
t a d*la place assurément.
Ils étaient trois petits enfants
Qui s en allaient glaner aux champs.
Ils
Que
Les
His

n'étaient pas sitôt entrés
le boucher les a tués,
a coupés en p'tits morceaux,
au saloir comme pourceaux.

Ils étaient trois petits enfants
Qui s'en allaient glaner aux champs
Saint Nicolas au bout d'sept ans
Vint a passer dedans ce champ.
Il s'en alla ehes le boucher t
"Bwcher, voudrais*tu me loger?"
Ils étaient trois petits enfants
Qui s'en allaient glaner aux cha#s.
"Entres, entres, saint Nicolas#
Y a d'ia place, il n'en manque pas,"
Il n'était pas sitdt entré
Qu'il a demandé a manger.

ii.If
Vrignault, (Paris, 1922), pp.

ftiit# #d, Pierre

13.8 étaient trol# petits enfants
Qui s'en allaient glaner anz ehamps,
•»0a p'tlt sale je ven% avoir
Qn'll y a sept ans qu'est dans 1 *saloiri**
Qnand le tonoher entendit ea,
Sors de sa porte 11 s'enfnya««»
Ils étalent trois petits enfants
Qui s'en allaient glaner aux ohamps,
"BoueSer, boueSer* ne t'enfuis pas#
Sepens*tol# Dieu te pardonnera.#,#"
Saint Ileolas alla s'asseoir
Dessus le bord de ee saloirt
Ils étalent trois petits enfants
Qui s'en allaient glaner aux ohamps,
"Petits enfants qui dormes la#
Je suis le grand saint Nicolas.,#"
8t le saint étendit trois doigts.
Les p'tits se relevant tous les trois,,,.
Ils étalent trois petits enfants
Qui s'en allaient glaner aux ohamps.
Le premier dit* "J'al bien dormi,..
— Bt mol, dit le second, aussi."
Et le troisième répondit*
"Je croyais etre en paradis.#,,"
Ils étaient trois petits enfants
Qui s'en alaient glaner aux champs.
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APmmiK B
R#@ent Saint Viehnlas Play
A dlreet daseandant of the eonie Saint Blohola# play
la found in Hanri SBaonU popiOai*

,Sliaga»ldLi£i"

raeantly finding a vida andianoa in tha Bnitad Stataa nndar
tha titla, %#, Jftitfftgi.,.Ittiy.*i. XaltglBift* ^

In this faraa

Saint Biohola# appaara in hia hiatorioal rola aa Biahop of
Ifyra and not in diagniaa.

Finding that tha yontha hava found

thair vay into tha Sanaaga Nakar'a naahina» hafora raatoring
than to lifa tha aaint frightana tha man and hia vifa hy in
quiring Wiathar maahanioal aeianaa might rararaa ita proaaaa
ao that idiat had gona in eonld amia haak in ita original
form.
Shaon, aa aaan ahova# rataina tha aharaatara of tha
Biahop » tha man, tha vifa, and tha thraa yontha.

Ba haa in-

araaaad dramatia anapanaa hy introdueing a larga %Aaal aa a
aymbol of man'a araad. At ona point in tha play, Craon, tha
hnahand, eriaa that ha ia no lengar "a knifa-grinding porkhutahar, vho prodneaa to aam; I earn, nov, to prodnaa, to

% a a Marena Saldan Goldman, Introduction, SjUulhMB
pâ
mà,
by manri W o n and Hanri
Broehat, trana. hy üarena Saldan Goldman and Oliva Bamington
Goldman. (Bav fork* Longmana, Graan and Company, 1950)i alao
Manrioa Dal^gliaa, La_Thd&tra d'Hanri Shdon (Sion* 19^75.
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m&k# the maehln# tmra, to make the aaohlne live and tnrn,
faster and faster, more and more; to bay other maehlnes to
make them turn and live*"
Somber as this aspeot of eompetltlon may seen, the
wheel symbolises also the fair, or the happy periods of life
between wars and man's lAolesale slanghter*

Indeed,

Interlnde opms %rlth mas le of a eoaatry fair, %Alle the
Property Man Invites the aadleno# to "three miles of It,
fried fish, peppemlnt drops," mingling Itws familiarly
associated with elreases with Items such as sea-monsters,
cornets, organs— and passions.

The scene Is m e of false

appearanees and of agitation*

"The trampling of the city

people and the eoaatry folk raises saeh a thick dust that It
blots out the sun."
The dominant note, however, Is one of hope*

Just as

the medieval audience eould enjoy the episode of the three
little clerks' being cut up, knowing that at the proper
ament the hand of the Bishop would be extended In blessing
and the boys would be revived, so dheon's Salat Nicholas
play seeks to Instill In the modem audience an Invincible
confidence that God's power through the Instrument of Bis
saints Is sufficient to prevent the threat that when the fair
Is over Idle "machine which no longer turns but idilch was
created to turn, will be put In motion."
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